Models like the Supersymmetric Standard Model (SSM) possess simple, but well-hidden, 'Outfields'. These Outfields are composite operators that violate superspace invariance, but in a special way. For the Outfields, the violation is proportional to the field equations. So the Outfields can be, and are, physically important. There is one such Outfield for every independent Lie algebra generator of invariance for the superpotential of the model. These observations arise from a study of the BRST cohomology of such models.
Outfields to new 'dotspinor superfields' to form the 'Cybersusy Lagrangian'. The resulting action is supersymmetric, but it is not superspace invariant. The supersymmetry of this action depends on the invariances of the superpotential that gave rise to the Outfields.
In the original CSSM, it is natural to add the simple linear superspace and gauge invariant term m 2 J. This addition spontaneously breaks the gauge invariance SU (2) × U (1) down to U (1). However, if this term is added to the Cybersusy Lagrangian, an interesting situation develops. The term m 2 J is not invariant under the Lie Algebra that gave rise to the Quark and Lepton Outfields. As a result, when SU (2) × U (1) spontaneously breaks down to U (1), the supersymmetry for the Quarks and Leptons breaks at the same time. The Cybersusy Lagrangian thus gives rise to a uniquely defined set of masses for the resulting Quark and Lepton spectrum after SUSY breaking. This happens in much the same way that masses are generated in the Standard Model after the development of a VEV. So the addition of the gauge invariant, and supersymmetric, term m 2 J simultaneously breaks gauge invariance, and supersymmetry, for the Cybersusy Lagrangian.
This breaking of SUSY cannot be avoided, because it arises from the local BRST cohomology of the theory, which is also the origin of the Outfields. It can also be seen that the Weak SU(2) group, and the well-known remarkable set of doublets and singlets for the Quarks, Leptons and Higgs, have a raison d'être which relates to this mechanism.
The SUSY breaking here depends on only one parameter, which is the VEV that breaks SU (2) × U (1) to U (1). SUSY itself is not spontaneously broken here, so the vacuum energy remains zero after SUSY breaking. The resulting predictions for SUSY breaking are very constrained by the model.
SUSY breaking in the SSM
The Supersymmetric Standard Model (SSM) is a popular method for extending the Standard Model to new physics, with an eye on the superstring as a unified theory . However the observed particles certainly do not occur in supermultiplets. So SUSY must be a broken symmetry.
1. It is generally assumed that SUSY must be 'spontaneously broken'. But there are serious problems [5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 25] which arise from spontaneous breaking of SUSY, including the following:
(a) The phenomenology arising from the spontaneous breaking of SUSY, in any model close to the SSM, has severe disagreement with experiment that arises from the mass sum rules [25, 3] .
(b) This disagreement with experiment suggests that the spontaneous breaking of SUSY must happen in a 'hidden sector' so that the breaking has a chance of being realistic in the observable sector.
(c) This introduces many new problems that arise from 'communicating the SUSY breaking' to the observable particles, while avoiding the disagreement with experiment.
(d) There is also a problem with the cosmological constant [24, 22] . When SUSY is spontaneously broken, the cosmological constant that arises is naturally so huge that we could not possibly exist to concern ourselves about SUSY and its breaking. This conclusion can be avoided if one accepts the notion that there is a fine tuning, for no obvious reason, to one part in 10 50 . This problem is not made less embarrassing by hiding it in a 'hidden sector'. Although we may not see the 'hidden sector', gravity must react to it. Largely, this problem has been ignored while exploring phenomenology.
(e) Another problem for SUSY is the notion that it is broken 'dynamically' somehow.
This leads to tremendous calculational difficulties, since such a breaking must be non-perturbative, and non-perturbative results are notoriously hard to derive in quantum field theory.
(f) All known schemes for SUSY breaking generate such a large number of parameters, and have so little predictive power, that it has been stated [6] , partly as a joke, that 'Anything that is discovered at the LHC will be called Supersymmetry.' .
2. The construction of an effective theory of 'explicitly softly broken' SUSY also has large problems, which include:
(a) There is no clear way to interpolate between the effective theory and a fundamental theory of SUSY breaking.
(b) The natural suppression of neutral flavour changing currents in the SM does not carry through to the softly broken SSM, so the phenomenology tends to conflict with the experimental approximate conservation of flavour.
(c) The phenomenology tends to conflict with the approximate conservation of CP.
Cybersusy Made Simple-A New Action for SUSY breaking
In this paper we shall construct an action and a new mechanism for SUSY breaking. This SUSY breaking is neither 'spontaneous SUSY breaking' nor 'explicit soft breaking'. Moreover this action arises out of the SSM itself. One must calculate the BRST cohomology of the SSM to start this process, and that was done in [13] , using the method of spectral sequences.
One of the attractive things about SUSY in 3+1 dimensions is Superspace [4, 26, 27, 3] . Superspace is very useful for understanding the theory. But it is hard to imagine how SUSY manages to get broken, other than spontaneously, with the strong confines of Superspace to keep it unbroken. However, in [13] it was shown that BRST cohomology [1, 2, 29] provides us with a simple and unavoidable 'escape from Superspace'. Certain 'Outfield' operators arise 2 . They need to be written using explicit factors of the Zinn sources, the supersymmetry ghosts C, C, and the Superspace coordinates θ, θ, in addition to superfields and Superspace derivatives. Some of these operators have the quantum numbers of the Quarks and Leptons 3 . They also have very low dimension.
In this paper we show how to use these Outfields to write down a simple renormalizable action which conserves SUSY before the appearance of massive particles, but which breaks SUSY when gauge symmetry breaks. It could be argued, from looking at the action, that we should interpret the Outfields as bound states in some sense, because they couple in a way that indicates they can decay into combinations of the Higgs and the usual Leptons. But perhaps this is the wrong interpretation, because, after all, we do not view the Z boson as a bound state of muon and antimuon, although the action contains terms allowing that decay.
So it appears that the action here could be construed to be an action which includes new multiplets, and old multiplets, coupled in a way that is invariant under SUSY and gauge symmetry. The wonderful feature is that when gauge symmetry breaks, these mix in a way that violates SUSY. This arises because the couplings involve the Outfields, so that SUSY is 'set up to break', because Superspace invariance is already broken, even though SUSY itself is not. In fact the Lepton and Quark Outfields depend on peculiar invariances of the action 4 that do not survive when gauge symmetry breaks. SUSY breaking occurs in this 'Cybersusy Action' at the same time as the spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry, even though SUSY itself is not spontaneously broken or explicitly broken. It is 'cohomologically broken'. This SUSY breaking mechanism 5 does not appear to suffer from problems (1a) to (2a) in the above list, but the remaining two problems (2b) and (2c) may still be an issue. This paper arises out of the Cybersusy papers [14] but this is a much simpler and clearer version of Cybersusy, because now we can embody the ideas in a simple Lagrangian formalism. Now we will construct the action.
2 A generic example of an Outfield is in equation (9) using the definition (10). Outfields in the massless but interacting theory must satisfy the constraint (12) . 3 The Leptonic examples are in equations (29), (30) and (31) below. 4 These invariances are written down in detail in [13] . They are invariances of the massless superpotential only, and seem rather special to the CSSM. 5 The term 'Cybersusy' was coined as an acronym standing for 'CohomologicallY Broken Effective Retro SUSY, which is still appropriate for this Action.
Superfields, Dotspinors, Outfields and the Construction of the Action in General
We want to examine the CSSM, but it is easier to write down a generic action first, and then adapt it to the detailed notation needed for the CSSM in section 4. So we start with the following action for a generic theory of chiral superfields in 3+1 dimensions:
and add the following generic action for a chiral dotted spinor superfield (a 'dotspinor' for short) in 3+1 dimensions:
All our notation here was defined in [13] and [21] . In this paper we do not try to discuss the issues that arise from gauged supersymmetry. Anyway, the gauge sector does not affect the Leptonic sector for our purposes here, because the gauge theory does not carry Lepton number. The terms Λ k and H kα are Zinn sources for the SUSY variations. Here the supersymmetry variation is δ SS = (CQ + CQ + ξ∂). This action (2) is quite peculiar. Its equation of motion has the form
for the free theory. However it does appear to make sense, in spite of this unusual equation of motion [21] .
In order to find the Outfields, one starts with the nilpotent BRST cohomology operator δ BRST of the above theory. This is generated from the BRST Poisson Bracket [1, 2, 29] , which for this case has the form:
The BRST operator is the 'square root' of the BRST Poisson Bracket. So starting with (4), we have:
and it is easy to see that if (4) is zero, then δ BRST is nilpotent:
If we take
then the supersymmetry of this action is reflected in the identity:
In this paper, we want to consider the coupling of Outfields 6 to the dotspinors, and again we write this in a generic way:
In this action, we use the basic Outfield expressions [13] :
and
We shall assume for now that g i m 2 = 0 in (1). For this massless case, the Outfield constraint equation is:
If (12) is true, then it is a simple task to verify that A Outfield Coupling satisfies the following equation:
This was derived in [13] , but we can verify it without all the machinery used there. What happens is that the SUSY violation brought about by the explicit θ parameters is compen-
A k field equation terms, provided that the trilinear terms (12) cancel out. The point of (13) is that the action (9) is in the cohomology space of the operator δ BRST[A 0 ] , even though (9) explicitly depends on the Superspace parameters θ, θ. It takes some more work to show that this operator is not the boundary under δ BRST of some other local expression, and the techniques of [13] accomplish that in a general way.
The plan here is to build an action A, which incorporates the Outfield coupling (9) , and for which the resulting new BRST Poisson Bracket is zero. It is not immediately obvious that this can be done at all, because if we take:
we get
However, the failure of this equation is of order ωω, and we shall see that it is possible to add terms to the action, order by order in ω, so that the BRST Poisson Bracket of the final action is zero. We shall calculate these terms below in detail, for the special case of the Leptons in the CSSM. They have the general form:
Note that ω·θ has dimension zero and that θ 3 = 0, so that the above series stops as shown. Now, if we define the 'Cybersusy Action' by:
then we find that the relevant BRST Poisson Bracket equation
is again true, which also implies (6) . This then means that we have reinstalled supersymmetry into this action, while including the coupling to the Outfields and the new terms. However this new action is clearly not a superspace invariant, because of the explicit θ, θ terms that it contains.
We also note that A Cybersusy defined by (17) is renormalizable, based on power counting, because there are no parameters with dimension of inverse mass in the action. This is as far as we can go in this general and generic way. Now we must specify the fields and interactions that define the CSSM, and look at the details of the solutions for the Outfields in that case.
Superfields, Dotspinors and Outfields for the CSSM
Here is the Superspace potential for the Supersymmetric Standard Model, modified to the CSSM:
The massless CSSM arises when we set g J m 2 = 0 in the Superpotential. All of the above fields in P CSSM are the scalar parts of chiral superfields. When g J m 2 = 0, the g J term gives rise to the VEV which spontaneously breaks the gauge symmetry SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) down to SU(3) × U(1):
We use E q to denote a superfield whose θ, θ independent part is the scalar E q . For example L iq is the scalar part of the left Leptonic SU (2) After spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry, the two SU(2) doublets will give rise to the following superfields:
The complex matrices p pq , r pq , t pq , b pq are matched to, and named after, the right handed SU(2) singlet superfields P q , R q , T cq , B cq , to form interaction terms, which also become mass terms when the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. Note that the second index of p pq is contracted with the right superfield P q , etc. Here is a table summarizing the various quantum numbers: 
In the above, Y is weak hypercharge, F stands for the number of families for each superfield, B is baryon number, L is Lepton number and D stands for mass dimension. Here is a table summarizing the various quantum numbers for the elementary chiral dotted spinor superfields that we will introduce: 
There are no dotspinors introduced in this Table that correspond to the Higgs/Goldstone superfields J,K,H. These clearly mix with the gauge theory and so they cannot be considered without including the gauge theory. The possible Yukawa or superpotential type interactions, following (2) , for the Leptonic sector of the CSSM are:
We have taken Lepton number and SU(2) and hypercharge invariance into account here, and so these are the only possible terms with three fields. There are no possible mass terms, before gauge symmetry breaking, in the CSSM, or in this action. When gauge symmetry breaks, the above action yields masses in the usual way.
Lepton Outfields and Completion of the Action
It was shown in [13] that the following Outfields exist in the CSSM, and that they satisfy the constraint equations (12):
Lepton Outfields: Chiral Dotted Spinor Outfields with Quantum Numbers of the Leptons:
In this expression we use abbreviations like (10) and (11) for the basic Outfields:
The interaction terms for these Outfields are:
Now we add this coupling between the Outfields and the fundamental dotspinors in a first approximation to the full interacting action, just as we discussed at equation (14) above:
Since we have a specific example here, we can exhibit the completion terms (16) for this action in detail:
where
The Cybersusy Action for Quarks and Leptons based on the CSSM
We now have constructed an action that consists of terms of the form (17) , except that we must translate the generic form into the CSSM form using the above information regarding the field content, the superpotential, the Outfields, the dotspinor Yukawa terms, and the completion terms. Similarly we could write down the detailed form of the BRST operator δ BRST in (5) in terms of the CSSM superfields and dotspinors, and we needed to do this to find the form of (36). We will not write out these rather long expressions explicitly here. But here is how the action needs to be assembled, in a summary form. In the above, we have written only the Lepton forms, but the Quark forms are identical, except for a change of notation and the addition of colour indices. There are four major terms:
In the above, 1. The subaction A Chiral SUSY is of the form in (1), except that the fields A i must be replaced by the fields in Table ( 26) , and the superpotential must be replaced by the form (19) . We set the terms g J m 2 = 0 for the massless case, which is used to construct the Cybersusy action above.
2. The subaction A Dotspinor is of the form in (2), except that the fields ω iα must be replaced by the fields in Table (27) . Note that one needs to add the specific form of A Dotspinor Yukawa in equation (28), and similar terms for the Quarks.
3. The subaction A Outfield Coupling has the form (34), but one also needs to add a Quark version of this too.
4. The subaction A Outfield Completion is of the form (36), which consists of the three kinds of terms listed below equation (36), namely (38), (43) and (44). One also needs to add the Quark version of these.
5. The result is the Cybersusy Action A ≡ A Cybersusy for the Quarks and Leptons based on the CSSM. It satisfies the BRST Poisson Bracket (6), which summarizes SUSY invariance:
However, A ≡ A Cybersusy contains plenty of θ, θ in addition to superfields and superspace derivatives, so it is not a superspace invariant. It is not manifestly supersymmetric. But it is supersymmetry invariant in the sense of (46), and to achieve this it uses the subtle features that arise from the existence of the Outfields for the Quarks and Leptons in the CSSM.
6. However this identity (46) is true only for the massless case where gauge symmetry is not yet broken. When g J m 2 = 0, gauge symmetry breaking occurs, and SUSY breaking follows. The behaviour of A Cybersusy for that case is discussed below in section 7.
SUSY Breaking for Quarks and Leptons
For convenience we shall focus only on the Leptons. The Quarks follow identically except for the change of notation and the addition of color indices. From [13] we know that the Outfields do not survive in the cohomology space of δ BRST when the gauge symmetry breaks in the CSSM. This means that we get the following for A ≡ A Cybersusy when the VEV appears:
+More terms from A Outfield Completion
Moreover, the local BRST cohomology tells us that we cannot find any local terms which will compensate this result [13] . The BRST Poisson Bracket cannot be restored when the VEV is present in the CSSM. This means that SUSY is broken, and the breaking is proportional to the constant g J m 2 , which is what gives rise to the VEV.
So we expect to find that the mass spectrum of the theory is not supersymmetric if g J m 2 = 0. Let us look at the kinetic and mass quadratic terms that arise for Leptons in the action. Here are the quadratic mixing terms from the Outfield action:
The appearance of the VEV has caused these trilinear interactions to give rise to bilinear mixing terms. There are also quadratic mixing terms which appear from (38), due to the fact that the expressions (40), (41), and (42) become linear terms when the fields H, K take their VEVs. The resulting terms are:
These two sets of mixing terms are to be added to the usual kinetic terms and mass terms that arise from (1) and (2) . Then the masses are determined by the positions of the poles in the propagators, which are the inverse of these mixed-up mass and kinetic terms. The Quarks work exactly the same way as the Leptons, as one can see from the fact that their Outfields are exactly like the Lepton Outfields, except for the presence of the SU(3) index. This mixing problem for the Leptons will not be further considered in this paper except to say:
1. If Cybersusy makes sense, then the mass spectrum needs to make sense, which means that 2. A very similar problem was solved in the first papers on Cybersusy [18] , and the spectrum there did appear to have the above properties. This calculation needs to be done again with the present simpler presentation. The two formulations appear to be dual in some sense, and the spectra might be equivalent.
2. This action (45) includes the CSSM as a subaction. To see this one simply sets all the dotspinors (and their Zinns) to zero.
3. The supersymmetry of (45) is very unstable, partly because it is already violating superspace invariance through the Outfields, and partly because the Outfields do not stay in the Cohomology Space of the CSSM when the VEV appears.
4. As soon as the VEV breaks gauge symmetry, the SUSY gets broken too, but the breaking of SUSY is not of the spontaneous variety.
5. Before gauge symmetry breaking, all the particles are massless and supersymmetric.
6. All the Leptons are massive after the VEV appears, but the Quarks and Leptons do not lie in Supermultiplets of mass.
7. The theory has a well defined spectrum for broken SUSY, depending on only one SUSY breaking parameter (the VEV), plus a number of SUSY conserving parameters in the interactions.
8. The breaking of SUSY in the CSSM arises from the dotspinors, which mix with the ordinary Leptons and Quarks, and each other, in a non-supersymmetric way after the VEV arises. Clearly, the SUSY breaking comes from the Outfields and their coupling to the new dotspinors.
9. If one does not couple the new dotspinors in this way, the SUSY of the CSSM is undisturbed by the VEV.
10. This mechanism for SUSY breaking is very constrained.
So the first question to answer is whether the spectrum makes sense, and whether it is consistent with the experimental result, which is that the lowest mass Leptons have spin 1 2 , and that any superpartners must be very massive. That is relatively easy, but also a little complicated, to calculate with the above results. It can be done with only one flavour of course, and that is the simplest way to start.
It is also simple to couple this theory to the gauge theory [21] . We have only looked at Leptons in this paper. Quarks work the same way. Assuming that the spectrum is not a problem, the next major hurdle will be the breaking of SUSY in the Higgs/Goldstone/Gauge sectors. Preliminary results, using the same sorts of ideas, are encouraging, so far. But it seems probable that there are already interesting signatures for SUSY that can be extracted from the above action. One notable prediction is that there should be a heavy vector boson lepton.
[14] Ibid., 'Cybersusy'-The author has written a number of papers on this subject. These papers were generated during attempts to verify, understand and apply the complicated mathematical results in [13] , and in particular they arose from the cohomology of the CSSM. Those papers placed the cart before the horse, since [13] was still in draft form at the time they were written. There was plenty of confusion in those papers, much of which is now resolved in this paper.
The major change is that there is now a Lagrangian for Cybersusy. This radically improves the phenomenological utility of Cybersusy, provided that the spectrum does make sense, and that there are no other serious problems. The Lagrangian here contains separate fields for the dotspinors, coupled to the Outfields, whereas in the Cybersusy papers, this was not done because the Superspace version of the Outfields was not understood then, and it looked impossible to couple the dotspinors to the Outfields.
The early Cybersusy papers are [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , and most of the useful parts of these are all now contained in the present short paper, except for the spectrum calculation in [18] . The paper [20] is a brief summary of those first five papers, and it contains some of the confusion in them, which is now resolved here. All the useful parts of the paper [23] are now included in [13] . The papers [21] and [22] are still relevant, and will soon be brought up to date using the results here and in [13] . 
